Driver ID (Key-fob)
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Driver ID

This document covers setup and use of the Driver ID or Key-fob. This device allows OneView to display which person is operating an asset that has the Driver ID iButton installed.

Assign Key-fob with Driver ID Tag
After receiving key-fobs from Pedigree Technologies, assigning them to a user is done with the Driver ID tag. Users of the Driver ID do not have to be designated as a driver in OneView in order to use the fob, but they can be, especially if you want to keep pertinent information like their driver’s license information.

Key-fob Setup
If your company has vehicles using the key-fob, assigning a key-fob to a user is done through a user tag called Driver ID.

1. Locate the key-fob identification number (on the back of the fob). You may have received a spreadsheet of the key-fob numbers that can be helpful to copy and paste the numbers from the spreadsheet into the Driver ID tag (next step).

2. On the user’s general information, use the tags field to choose Driver ID.
3. Enter the key-fob identification number.
4. Save your changes.
Alarms

No Driver ID Alarm
Set up an alarm to get notified if an asset is being operated without the driver successfully fobbing in. Use the No Driver ID alarm under the vehicle alarms.

Reports

Unregistered Driver ID Report
Use the Unregistered Driver ID report to catch any use of key-fobs that have not yet been assigned to a user. If a driver uses a key-fob that has not yet been assigned to them, and not assigned to anyone at all, this report will show the key-fob Driver ID number and the times of operation when that fob was used.
Using Driver ID Key-fob
A user will start the engine of an asset that has the Driver ID button installed. The button will flash green until the driver places the metal portion of the keyfob into the iButton creating a connection.
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This action will turn the light solid green for 3 seconds and then the light will turn off. If the light is still blinking, try holding the fob to the iButton again.

Each time a driver starts the engine, they must make a connection with the key-fob to the iButton light.